
  P.O.W.E.R.  Mini Neuroscience Case Study  
 
0Students will choose a neuroscience topic of their choice, find 3 sources about that topic, and design a 
case study. Use the template below to complete the case study. Students will be assessed on the general 
gifted rubric. 
 
Topic/Title: The baseball slump

 
Essential Question What part of your brain effects how well you can see things and how well seeing these 

things affects your reflexes?
 

2 learning 
objectives

What do you want students to learn? I want them to learn what parts of their brain actually 
affect their reflexes  and how are we able to control what we see.

Narrative to set up 
the problem part 1 
(120 to 150 words)

I once knew this kid named Derek people know him pretty well now considering how good he has 
gotten at the sport that he does so good that he is on of the best MLB teams and is the best player 
on that team but we will get to that later. Derek use to play little league just like everybody else did 
when they were little but the thing about Derek was that he would go into horrible baseball slumps 
and would make him angry. It was either cause he couldn’t see the ball or he couldn’t just make 
contact with it.This batting slump that Derek had went on for a very long time for like about 6 games 
straight so one day Derek was talking to his friend Alex about his slump. Alex suggested just to 
practice more but Derek said that he always practices and it still doesn’t help so now Derek has to 
find a way to get himself out of this slump before he is benched and stripped of his starting position. 
Derek had heard about studying the parts of the brain that control everything that has to do with the 
brain but would take a lot of work so now Derek does not know whether to quit baseball or to try 
and learn about his brain a little better.  
 

4 questions to part 
1. 

Content questions. 
1.What parts of the brain control reflexes?
2. What part of the brain controls vision?
3. Where should Derek get started?
4. How are some people able to have higher reflexes and vision?
 

  
  
List of  3 resources 
(Hyperlinked)

These are the sources your students will use in order to answer the questions.
1.http://www.livestrong.com/article/172944-parts-of-the-brain-that-control-primitive-reflexes
2. http://www.livestrong.com/article/77283-parts-brain-control-sight/
3. http://suehyland.co.uk/ond/primitive-reflexes/
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●  P.O.W.E.R. Article Review                       
Title: 
 
 

Source:  Date of Article: 
 
Topic:

List at least three issues/
problems raised in the 
article-  
1. 
2.
3. 
 

 

   

State the underlying 
problem or issue raised in 
the article- 
 

   



List any or proposed 
solutions to the issues 
raised above- 
1. 

2. 

3. 

 

 

   

Things you liked about the 
article? 
 

 Things 

that you 

would like 

to change 

about the 

article? 

 

 

 

 
●  P.O.W.E.R   Website Research Review                     

Date: 4-22-12
Name of Web site www.livestrong.com
URL Address http://www.livestrong.com/article/172944-parts-of-the-brain-that-control-primitive-

reflexes/
Who runs the web site? The Lance Armstrong Foundation
Who pays for the web 
site? 

The Lance Armstrong Foundation

When was the website 
last updated? 

July 13 2010

Is the web page useful 
or well designed? Why? 
Why not? 
 

Yes it is because this websites answers the question asked in A.C.E style which 
makes it easy to follow and understand

List 4  pieces of 
information the Web 
page gives you. 
 
 
 
 
What is the original 
source if any? 

1. That the Cerebellum is where synchronized movements are controlled
 
2. Also that the Amygdala is a part of the brain that remembers reflexive emotions.
  
3. The Hypothalamus is what controls releasing Adrenaline into things like 
excitement fear which is a big part of reflexes
4. The parietal love regulates temperatures which are useful to controlling a persons 
reflexes under different temperatures
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